
How to pass the Primary Vivas  AKA Cynthia’s Pep talk AKA Preparation for 
battle

Focus and exam psychology
This is the home run. You now have just under 4 weeks to practice for the Vivas. Regardless of 
how you feel, you have studied for a long time and given up family, friends, activities and hobbies 
to do this because you REALLY want to progress in your training. Despite how irrelevant you think 
the exam is, it WILL serve you well as a platform to base your further professional development on. 
You can now refer patients to surgical specialties with sound anatomy knowledge, interpret 
radiology with some confidence and understand principles of those exciting critically unwell 
resuscitation patients that you manage. You will look back on the Primaries as necessary (maybe 
fondly?) in your career.

The week between the Primary written and getting the pass/go ahead from ACEM for the Vivas.
Have your few days mental health break from the Primary written, and then full steam ahead. This 
means giving yourself guiltless permission to see loved ones and do your happy thing or go to your 
happy place.
You may not feel motivated to continue to prepare for the Vivas so this is a good time to structure 
your notes/textbooks with Viva practice in mind as detailed below.

Preparation and practice weeks - General

Dress the part
You wouldn't go to battle in you trackie-dacks would you? Look professional, stand up straight, 
shoulders back and exude confidence. You have earned your right to be there. Sure the examiners 
may look scary especially the ones perfecting the blank facies Parkinsonian expressions, but they 
REALLY want to give you marks to pass you. Studies in psychology show that when you dress the 
part, you BECOME that persona that you project. This is linked with improved performance. Use all 
advantages that you can get. In saying that, ladies, please DO NOT wear that mini-skirt suit no 
matter if its Chanel or Balmain ok? Sure way to lose respect from the examiners.
Practice vivas in your proposed Viva-wear so you can get used to how you feel doing dress-ups!

Stress management during exam preparation

Yes its ok to have a glass of wine with dinner especially after a full-on clinical shift. But be mindful 
of your limits. 
Better still, make appointments for yourself to have ‘me-time’ or with family/friends that you look 
forward to. So you know you have something to aim for when you are studying. 
Do a little exercise especially when you are sitting down studying. There are apps that offer 10-15 
minutes of various forms of exercise (e.g. active yoga, cross-fit type exercise, strengthening 
exercises that only require your own body strength if you don't want to buy equipment). Trust me 
15 minutes is doable and will wake your brain. You know that exercise is linked with increased 
neurological functioning and recall right?

At the end of the day, to help sleep, use visualisation/breathing techniques or meditation to help 
your body relax and sleep. More apps. Techniques
To pass a Viva, you need to practice Vivas in the time limit using a structured approach. 



Viva techniques
Practice speaking out loud
DO NOT speak in your head - you need to practice getting words out in an understandable manner 
when you are feeling stressed. Form study groups to practice this, enlist family/friends to speak to, 
practice in front of a mirror. Etc. 

How to get over stage fright/when you draw a blank
When asked a question by the examiners, repeat the question in your head or clarify with the 
examiners to ensure you understand what they are asking.
For example, if you are asked, “Tell me about the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis” , then you say, 
“You want me to talk about the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis?”. Sounds silly, but you are 
ensuring understanding of the question so that you are getting points answering the question 
appropriately and not wasting time going off track and getting no points. This also helps to make 
you less like a guppy, and alleviates the stage fright of the first question in the Viva station. 
Particularly if you are so stressed that you blank out. Once you start talking, the words will flow out. 
This works.

Use Structure or templates 
This also helps if you think you have limited knowledge on a subject. You actually know more than 
you think. This goes back to basic principles.
Suggestion - Give a definition when you can, then list the general subheadings and go back to fill 
in the details (e.g. like writing patient notes with Presenting complaint, Past Hx, meds, Allergies, 
Examination, etc).

For example: Pharmacology - asked about the pharmacokinetics of Propofol, you can pass the 
question as below on general principles as list below:
Bioavailability - you KNOW it has poor oral bioavailability as its only given IV
Onset of action - 30 seconds (you’ve seen this on a patient so you know)
Half-life - You know its short acting as we use this all the time - guess minutes
Lipid solubility - just about ALL drugs that affect the CNS have high lipid solubility as they have to 
get thru the blood-brain barrier
Volume of distribution - you may not remember this, but you do remember that you need higher 
doses in kids (as higher volume of distribution and higher clearance) and lower doses in elderly 
(lower volume distribution and lower clearance). So just talk about what you know (ie what 
happens in kids and elderly)and don't tell the examiners what you don't know.
Metabolism - hepatic with renal clearance (this is true for most CNS affecting drugs)
Toxicology - may accumulate in prolonged use
Elderly/Paediatrics/Pregnancy - elaborate on metabolism and volume distribution for the age 
groups. If you cant remember what happens in pregnancy don't say anything unless the examiners 
specifically ask.

Use keywords and lists, don't waffle.
E.g. physiology question on control of hormones - “Negative feedback”, “Autoregulation”. This 
answers the question without you having to give a soliloquy about how the hormones work.

Do it in time (2 minutes) - ALWAYS use a stopwatch. Practice beating the stopwatch, that is, 
finishing the answer before 2 minutes. if you can do this, you buy time to answer a potentially 
difficult question later in the viva.

How to answer a question when you draw a blank
State a definition, then use structure (see above pharmacology example).
If you still draw a blank, say what you do know, and this will trigger memories. If still blank, go back 
to basic principles per subject (see below for details per subject).
Try think of a patient with the pathological problem or thing the drug to trigger knowledge.
If still blank and you are panicking, talk some slow breaths (breath in 6 and out 6), the start again. 
If that doesn't work, ask examiners if you can move on to the next question in the viva.



How to move on when all seems lost  - Psychological techniques to cope and reset you 
during the exam

Visualisation - in between every set of Vivas, or even during a Viva when you blank out. I myself 
visualise the previous question/viva going into a box that I close and and toss into a room in my 
mind. The door to the room is locked and I DO NOT think about it anymore until I choose to much 
later, if at all. If I felt particularly bad, i sometimes bomb the room. This is ONE way. Use a dessert 
island if you want. Just pick a way. This stops you dwelling on things you cannot change, and 
enables you to move forward. Bit like being mindful - just a bit active about it thats all.I’m mindfully 
NOT going to think about what’s just happened.

Self-talk - use the physiological response that you are feeling effectively to channel into positive 
approach. Feeling tachycardia with clammy hands? Re-think of this as ‘excitement’ that you are 
going to do the best you can. Don't let the feelings serial you down a black hole. You have control. 
Do this prior every Viva station.

Breathing - before going into the Viva, if you are a chatty person and want to do small talk, then 
feel free. Be aware that some of your colleagues may not want to indulge. You can centre and 
prepare yourself by doing 3 repetitions (or more) of deep breathing exercises (e.g. breath in 6 
seconds, hold for 6 seconds, breath out for 6 and hold for 6 seconds). Bit like that used in yoga or 
meditation.

Unsuccessful attempt at Vivas

This will happen to some of you. It happened to me. I blanked out and had my first panic attack 
ever during my first Viva. Its a bit hard for examiners to pass a candidate that provides minimal 
meaningful information in an exam. I changed how I prepared and passed. I consolidated what I 
knew and reinforced some principles, used structure and psychological techniques. 

I am sorry if this happens to you. I understand. Take a good 2 weeks to a month to reset and heal 
yourself and do NOTHING exam related in this time. Do everything that you find joy in. Do not beat 
yourself about the exam. Use my visualisation technique to temporarily get rid of the Viva exam. 
Tell yourself you have control of the situation. This has nothing to do with your abilities as a 
clinician or you as a person. If you have passed the writtens, then you have the knowledge to pass 
the Vivas. This is about exam technique.
When you are ready, write down your thoughts about why you thought you were unsuccessful. You 
may need open ‘that viva box’ during this process of self-reflection. This may get difficult. Get 
feedback from the college about your individual subjects to get a feel about what you can improve 
on. Ask colleagues who had passed previously what they they would do differently if they had to 
resit. Don't go back to reading your textbook end to end. That is not active learning. You just need 
to practice talking lots of questions.
Talk to myself ANYTIME or any of the Consultants that you feel you can trust.



Subject specific
Anatomy
You always get 
You will get a bone, a model, a radiological image (xray or single slice CT scan) and a picture 
(probably from McMinns Anatomy book). Practice talking using/holding as props as much as you 
can. Use a generic structure.

Bones - structure - describe from general to specific
e.g. this is the Right humerus and hold to your body to position yourself. Then name the obvious 
parts - head and neck, shaft, anterior and posterior surfaces from top to bottom. Then describe 
articular surface markings - this is the articular surface of the shoulder joint. here are the 
attachments for the rotator cuff. Notice key words used. 

Models - look up ACEM website and see what models are used. Practice with the structured 
approach of General surfaces, then more specific. E.g. model of heart - name anterior/posterior 
with atria, ventricles and insertion of aorta and IVC. Then describe blood supply, and open up and 
describe internal surfaces of valves, etc.

Radiology - practice a top to bottom, external to internal ,anterior to posterior structured approach 
overtime you see an X-ray. Do this for all the X-rays you look at during your clinical shift.
For example, start with this is an AP X-ray of the left hand. From the distal end we have phalanxes 
leading into the metacarpals, and then carpal bones. The joints between are PIP the DIP 
respectively, and MCP, etc. Then name the carpal bones.

Rote learn the McMinn pictures.

Physiology 
Always one each of CVS/circulation, respiratory and renal/acid-base. Then one other pot luck.
Websites EDVivas has old viva questions listed under system and actual questions so you can see 
how much a certain topic has come up.
ACEMprimary has easy links to prior vivas too.

Make a little revision diagram/euqation book and put in the following.

CVS - learn the diagrams of all the previous questions, esp Starlings, Pressure-volume curves, 
action potentials, ECG correlation to electrolyte abnormalities and AMI, cardiac cycle.
learn flow equations - pouiseuille’s, reynolds number,etc.

Circulation - all circulation thru body is controlled by chemical and neurological factors, so make a 
table of Coronary, Renal, Cerebral and General (ie baroreceptor) and list the actual flows, and 
special per each area. Example, cerebral circulation has Monroe-Kellie doctrine, auto regulation 
and Cushings response. Renal has auto regulation.

Resp - learn West’s hysteresis curve, work of breathing, spirometry, VQ mismatch and Zones of 
lungs (ie A,B,C).

Renal - draw nephrons with Na,K,H and glucose handling thru the various loops and tubules.
Acid-base - acid base equation with carbonic anhydrase (ie H+ + HCO3 = H2Co3 = H2O + Co2) 



Pharmacology
Always a general or basic question (eg. pharmacokinetics or pharmacodynamics). Highly likely 
CVS or centrally acting drugs (includes anaesthetics/resuscitation/psychiatric/seizure). Structured 
approach and general principles (see above general area).
Efficient learning - for instance, put all the anti-epileptics in table and plug in the 
pharmacodynamics/pharmacokinetics as modes of actions and pharmacokinetics are often very 
similar. Another example is putting all the beta-blockers into a table so that you learn general beta 
blocker, and just the differences in half lives and membrane stability. This way you learn one drug 
with minor differences in pharmacokinetics. 

Pathology
One basic question like shock, oedema, acute inflammation, healing etc, then pot luck. But also 
quite topical like whats currently ‘trendy’ like measles, influenza. Often recent questions are less 
likely to be asked. I reckon an infectious diseases/virology question is a frequent big topic too.
Think about you patient that you have seen if you are stuck because pathology is basically clinical 
progress of an illness.If asked about renal failure, think about what the patient presented with 
(APO), what drugs they were on (antihypertensives, calcium, bisphosphonates, Epo injections) and 
what their blood results were.

Go and conquer. You’re welcome!


